[Cytophotometric analysis of the cell population composition of the the preoptic area of the hypothalamus in the common frog].
DNA contents in squashed cells of the adult frog hypothalamic preoptic region (HPR) were measured using the Feulgen and UV cytophotometry techniques. The histone-DNA ratio in the cell nucleus was determined by means of a combined Feulgen-heparin-Alcian blue staining procedure. The nuclei of the vast majority of HPR cells have a diploid DNA content. However, in cells of this group the mean values of DNA amount and the distribution range were always higher than those in hepatocytes used as a diploid standard. Such a heterogeneity in DNA content in the diploid part of HPR cell population could apparently suggest some differences in the nuclear chromatin arrangement to be always higher in spring before the frog spawning, and it seems to be characteristic of this type of cells. About 1 per cent of cells with hyperdiploid surplus of DNA (H2c cells) as well as of tetraploid cells (4c and 2c X 2 cells) is found in HPR in frogs sacrificed both in winter and in summer. The quota of these cells has no reference either to the frog's age or to the annual cycle. The fact that the mean DNA values in H2c and 4c cells are much higher than in the standard cannot be explained by the presence of different amounts of nuclear proteins only. It is suggested that at least some part of the highest DNA values may be due to an actual extra DNA synthesis in a small constantly existing pool of HPR cell population.